Seismic Mapping of Subglacial Hydrology Reveals Previously Undetected Pressurization Event
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Abstract Understanding the dynamic response of glaciers to climate change is vital for assessing water resources and hazards, and subglacial hydrology is a key player in glacier systems. Traditional observations of subglacial hydrology are spatially and temporally limited, but recent seismic deployments on and around glaciers show the potential for comprehensive observation of glacial hydrologic systems. We present results from a high-density seismic deployment spanning the surface of Lemon Creek Glacier, Alaska. Our study coincided with a marginal lake drainage event, which served as a natural experiment for seismic detection of changes in subglacial hydrology. We observed glaciohydraulic tremor across the surface of the glacier that was generated by the subglacial hydrologic system. During the lake drainage, the relative changes in seismic tremor power and water flux are consistent with pressurization of the subglacial system of only the upper part of the glacier. This event was not accompanied by a significant increase in glacier velocity; either some threshold necessary for rapid basal motion was not attained, or, plausibly, the geometry of Lemon Creek Glacier inhibited speedup. This pressurization event would have likely gone undetected without seismic observations, demonstrating the power of cryoseismology in testing assumptions about and mapping the spatial extent of subglacial pressurization.

Plain Language Summary It is important to understand how glaciers are affected by climate change because glaciers contribute to fresh water resources, flood hazards, and sea levels. We want to understand how liquid water moves underneath solid glacier ice, because that water affects how glaciers move, melt, and crack. We put seismometers (the same sensors that detect earthquakes) on an Alaska glacier to detect tiny vibrations from the flowing water below. By observing the changing strength of the vibrations over time and comparing them to the amount of water that goes into and out of the glacier, we mapped where and when the water below the ice was under pressure. When a lake on top of the glacier drained into the water channels below the glacier, we used the seismic data to see that the water became pressurized under half of the glacier. We did not see other obvious signs of pressurization, such as the glacier speeding up dramatically, so we likely would not have known about the pressurization without the seismometers. To get the best understanding of glaciers, scientists need to combine different methods of observation, and this case is an example of why including seismic observations can be very helpful.

1. Introduction

Glacier behavior is strongly influenced by subglacial hydrology, which affects processes such as basal motion, melting, fracture, erosion, sediment and nutrient export, ice-ocean interactions, and more (Bartholomaus et al., 2011; Iken & Truffer, 1997; Lydersen et al., 2014; Motyka et al., 2006; Schoof, 2005; Slater et al., 2015). However, observations of subglacial hydrologic systems are spatially and temporally limited by the nature of traditional glaciological observations; in situ methods via boreholes sample only single locations (e.g., Hubbard et al., 1995), while methods like ice-penetrating radar sample only single points in time (e.g., Moore et al., 1999). Expanding observational scales of subglacial hydrology is vital to predicting how glacial systems will impact humanity through changes in water resources, flood hazards, and sea level.
Measurement of glaciohydraulic tremor, the continuous seismic signal generated by turbulent water flow in a glacier, can improve the spatial and temporal scales of subglacial hydrological observations. By adapting theoretical descriptions of tremor generation from fluvial seismology (Burtin et al., 2008, 2011; Gimbert et al., 2014; Schmandt et al., 2013; Tsai et al., 2012), glaciohydraulic tremor has already been shown to reveal properties of subglacial hydrologic systems such as water flux (Bartholomaus et al., 2015; Winberry et al., 2009), sediment transport (Gimbert et al., 2016), water pressurization (Gimbert et al., 2016; Lindner et al., 2020; Nanni et al., 2020), water flow source location (Nanni et al., 2021; Vore et al., 2019), and flood front propagation (Eibl et al., 2020). In addition, analysis of tremor signals at glaciers can also be interpreted to locate and describe other glaciohydraulic sources such as moulin activity (Aso et al., 2017; Lindner et al., 2020; Röösli et al., 2014, 2016) and crack waves in the basal water layer (Gräff et al., 2019). These studies demonstrate the potential power of glaciohydraulic tremor as an observational tool, and the need to explore its utility in a range of contexts and scales in order to best apply it to studies of glacier systems.

In this study, we observe glaciohydraulic tremor at Lemon Creek Glacier, Alaska with a dense array of seismometers (Section 2.1) in order to expand the spatial scale and detail in which subglacial hydrologic properties can be observed continuously in time, and compare it with hydrologic data collected at the glacier (Section 2.2). We process this data to preserve continuous signals (Section 2.3) and compare the observed signal with theoretical models of tremor generation (Section 2.4). We observe different relationships between seismic tremor and water flux across the surface of the glacier and over time during the course of a lake drainage (Section 3). We interpret these observations as glaciohydraulic tremor reflecting the pressurization state of the subglacial system, and conclude that the upper portion of the glacier pressurized during an increase in water flux from the drainage of an ice-marginal lake, but that this pressurization was not accompanied by a significant increase in glacier velocity (Section 4).

2. Field Instrumentation and Data Analysis Methodology

2.1. Field Site and Instrumentation

In this study, we observe seismic signals at Lemon Creek Glacier, Alaska (Figure 1), an isolated mountain glacier at the southern tip of the Juneau Icefield, on Tlingit lands (Thornton, 2012). Lemon Creek Glacier is approximately 6.5 km long and 1.5 km wide, is over 300 m deep at its thickest, has a 3–7° surface slope, and flows northward at 20–40 m/yr (Pelto et al., 2013; Thiel et al., 1957; Veitch et al., 2021). The glacier resides at the headwaters of the Lemon Creek drainage. At the head of the glacier, an ice-marginal lake, Lake Linda, fills with melt and rain water in the early summer (2017 volume was approximately 570,000 m$^3$, see Section 2.2), before rapidly draining directly into the subglacial hydrologic system. Lake drainages have been observed annually since at least 1967 (Post & Mayo, 1971).

We use continuous seismic data from 42 single-component FairfieldNodal (now Magseis Fairfield) ZLand nodal seismometers that were buried in surface snow across the glacier from 28 June to 13 July 2017. These and other instrumentation are shown in Figure 1. We deployed 55 nodes sampling at 250 Hz in an array with 300–400 m spacing, however some gaps appear in the final data due to malfunctioned sensors. We also deployed two Trimble NetRS GPS receivers attached to poles bored into the ice. The GPS data were processed against the UNAVCO Mendenhall AB50 base station using track, which is part of the GAMIT-GLOBK processing software (Chen, 1998).

2.2. Discharge Measurements and Modeling

During our 2017 experiment, we recorded the initial onset of Lake Linda drainage on July 4 with a stage gauge deployed in the lake. This gauge malfunctioned shortly after the drainage began, so the progression of the drainage was then monitored through time-stamped photographs recorded by our field team (Figures S1 and S2 in Supporting Information S1). The lake drainage rate increased sharply by mid-day on July 5, and the lake reached its minimum water level by mid-morning on July 7 (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). The drained volume was approximately 570,000 m$^3$, calculated with a digital elevation model of the emptied lake basin collected by
drone photogrammetry on July 8, after the drainage was complete (personal communication, Matt Beedle, 2018). This volume of water is equivalent to approximately 6 cm of rain across the entire surface of the glacier.

Lemon Creek is monitored by a USGS streamflow gauge approximately 3 km downstream from the toe of the glacier (USGS, 2017). This gauge also receives outflow from the smaller Ptarmigan and Thomas glaciers to the west and north of Lemon Creek Glacier, respectively. The volume of the Ptarmigan and Thomas glaciers are likely each an order of magnitude smaller than that of Lemon Creek Glacier based on their relative surface areas (McNeil, 2016), so the outflow $Q$ measured by the streamflow gauge is dominated by the outflow of Lemon Creek Glacier, especially during times of low precipitation and after seasonal snowpack has melted from the lower reaches of the basin.

In order to confirm the reliability of water flux $Q$ recorded at the streamflow gauge as a measure of Lemon Creek Glacier's outflow, we modeled sources of water outflow from the glacier. During our experiment, nearly

Figure 1. Map of Lemon Creek Glacier, showing glacier surfaces (white), Lake Linda and Lemon Creek (blue), locations of geophysical instrumentation used in this study (seismometers – orange triangles, GPS receivers – yellow circles, hydrologic gauges – pink squares), topography of Lemon Creek Glacier (black lines at 50 m intervals from 750 to 1,250 m), and approximate location of surface slope break (dotted green line). Arrows on GPS receiver icons indicate flow direction. Bold-outlined seismometer icons denote stations used for data displayed in Figure 2 (white outline) and Figure 3 (black outline). Hydrologic gauges are a lake stage gauge (in Lake Linda), rain gauge (west rim of glacier), and USGS stream gauge (on Lemon Creek). Hillshade from ArcticDEM by Polar Geospatial Center (Porter et al., 2018). Inset shows location of Lemon Creek Glacier in Southeast Alaska.
the entirety of Lemon Creek Glacier was snow covered. To determine the contribution to outflow of snowmelt, we modeled snowmelt from the surface using a degree-day approach (Hock, 2003) driven by air temperatures recorded at a Juneau Icefield Research Program camp, located at 1,280 m near the head of Lemon Creek Glacier. We distributed temperatures over an ArcticDEM tile (Porter et al., 2018) using a −0.006°C/m lapse rate, and then modeled melt using a 4.5 mm/d/°C degree day factor appropriate for snow in maritime climates (Hock, 2003). During July 3-4, 6 cm of rain fell at the camp, and the runoff from this event contributes to the flux of Lemon Creek, decreasing over time after the rain ceases. We estimate the decreasing rain runoff contribution to Lemon Creek after this rain event by extrapolating the decrease in water flux at the stream gauge between the end of the rain event and the start of the lake drainage event into a smooth decay to the baseline stream flux observed after the lake drainage event and before the next precipitation event using a cubic smoothing spline fit. At the location of the USGS gauge, measured and modeled cumulative runoff are within 5% of each other (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1).

2.3. Seismic Signal Processing

We quantify glaciohydraulic tremor from the ambient seismic field at each station by calculating a median power spectral density (PSD), as described in Bartholomaus et al., 2015. In this method, we calculate the PSD (units (m/s)²/Hz) of all consecutive short-duration (30 s) waveforms within a long-duration (30 min) time window. At a given frequency, we find the median of all power values among the short-duration PSDs. The long-duration median PSD is composed of these individual medians at each frequency value in the spectrum. Because the median PSD method removes the contribution from discrete short-term events as outliers while preserving the contribution from continuous signals, there is no need for prior removal of data segments containing earthquakes, icequakes, or other events. See Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1 for an example of median PSD processing on a segment of data. We discuss the interpretation of median PSD signals in Section 4. The median PSD of an example station is shown in Figure 2a. Some stations experienced intermittent data quality issues on July 8-10; these data segments clearly contain significant non-natural contributions, which we manually removed after median PSD calculation. These issues occurred around the time that stations were melting out from their burial surface snow, but no causal relationship between the issues and melt-out is clear. In order to determine tremor amplitude (shown in Figure 2b) from the median PSDs, we integrate over a given frequency range to determine the median absolute ground velocity in that range (Press et al., 1988), which is the square root of the signal power as integrated over that range.

2.4. Source Theory

Environmental seismic noise has various sources (Larose et al., 2015), but the portion of the ambient seismic field that is attributable to glaciohydraulic tremor in a glacier system can be predicted by adapting theories of tremor generation originally developed for fluvial systems (Gimbert et al., 2014; Tsai et al., 2012). One major source of glaciohydraulic tremor is turbulent water flow. As derived in Gimbert et al., 2016, seismic tremor power \( P \) produced by a channel of constant geometry is modeled to increase as a power law with water volume flux \( Q \), with the exponent depending on hydraulic regime, as described below. For a channel where changes in \( Q \) are driven by changes in hydraulic radius (the cross-sectional area of the flow divided by the wetted perimeter) while hydraulic pressure gradient remains constant, Gimbert et al., 2016 predicts

\[
P \propto Q^{5/4}. \tag{1}
\]

For example, this scenario describes a semi-filled channel or a channel freely growing or shrinking to completely accommodate flux changes. Alternatively, for a filled channel where changes in \( Q \) are driven by changes in hydraulic pressure gradient, while hydraulic radius remains constant, Gimbert et al., 2016 predicts

\[
P \propto Q^{14/3}. \tag{2}
\]

Thus, the strength of the scaling between seismic power and water outflow is predicted to depend on the pressurization state; power scales more weakly with flux for a channel with constant pressure gradient and variable hydraulic radius, and it scales more strongly with flux for a channel with constant hydraulic radius and variable
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Figure 2. (a) Spectrogram of median power spectral density (PSD) over a logarithmic frequency axis from 1 to 25 Hz recorded by one seismometer deployed at Lemon Creek Glacier (outlined in white in Figure 1) during 3–8 July 2017. (b) Median tremor amplitude (red) for the 1.5–25 Hz range for the same seismometer as in [a], and water flux (blue) recorded at the stream gauge on Lemon Creek. (c) Hourly rainfall (blue) and horizontal speeds of the two GPS receivers deployed on the glacier (green and gold). Vertical bars at left show one standard deviation above and below the mean speed (white triangle).
3. Results

Hydrologic activity varied over the course of the seismic deployment; rain fell during 2–4 July, and Lake Linda drained during 5–7 July (see Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1 for full season precipitation data). We find that the amplitude of ambient seismic tremor in the 1.5–25 Hz range at seismic nodes also varied over this period, correlating positively with the water flux measured at the USGS gauge, as shown in Figure 2. Seismic tremor power for all stations can be seen in Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1.

The scaling relationship between the tremor power and water flux (as presented in Section 2.4) varies spatially over the surface of the glacier and temporally during the lake drainage. Tremor power increases throughout July 6 as water flux increases, and then both decrease after peak outflow is reached on July 7, as shown in two example stations in Figures 3b and Figure 3c. Records from these two stations differ in their relationships between tremor power and water flux. The station near the middle of the glacier (Figure 3b) shows a much higher slope before peak outflow than after peak outflow, while the station low on the glacier (Figure 3c) shows similar low slopes for both the rise and fall in water flux. The relationships between seismic tremor power and water flux for more stations can be seen in Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1.

During the rising limb of the outburst flood on July 6, stations on different parts of the glacier observe different relationships between tremor power and water flux (Figure 4). We start fitting for the exponent $b$ later than the changes in hydraulic radius, while values of $b$ near $14/3$ imply variations in tremor generation dominated by changes in pressure gradient.
first onset of the lake drainage, because the stream gauge is still receiving rainfall from rapid overland transport from the larger catchment at the initiation of the drainage (see Section \ref{sec:methods} and Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). Using the fitting method described in Section \ref{sec:methods} for data from 10:00 July 6 to 01:00 July 7, stations on the lower portion of the glacier, north of the slope break at 58.387°N, observe a median fitted exponent $b$ of 1.391 (interquartile range: 1.151–1.846), while stations on the upper portion of the glacier, south of the slope break, observe a median fitted exponent $b$ of 3.904 (interquartile range: 2.722–5.009). During this time period, prior to peak lake drainage and within the upper portion of the glacier, fitted exponents are greater along the east and west margins than they are near the centerline of the upper glacier. Between the peak water flux of the lake drainage at 03:00 July 7 and the end of elevated water flux from the lake drainage at 12:00 July 7, the relationship between tremor power and water flux is much more uniform across the glacier (Figure 4b), with a median fitted exponent of 1.628 (interquartile range 0.515–2.403). For comparison, as in Section \ref{sec:methods}, the theoretically modeled exponent for changes in power driven by changes in hydraulic radius is 1.250, and the theoretically modeled exponent for filled channels with changes in power driven by changes in hydraulic pressure gradient is 4.667.

Flow speeds at the two GPS stations on Lemon Creek Glacier remained remarkably consistent over the measurement period, including during the period of seismometer deployment (see Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1 for full-season GPS speeds). From July 1 to August 13, the uppermost GPS receiver on the glacier had a mean horizontal speed of 0.047 m/day (standard deviation 0.019 m/day) and the GPS receiver on the middle of the glacier had a mean horizontal speed of 0.055 m/day (standard deviation 0.010 m/day). The only notable exception to these consistent speeds is a two-day speedup recorded on the upper GPS receiver on July 28-29, during a period of heavy precipitation, with speed peaking at 0.167 m/day (6.3 standard deviations above the mean). During the drainage of Lake Linda, the upper GPS receiver's speed is slightly lower than the mean, within
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one standard deviation, around and during the lake drainage event. The middle GPS receiver's speed is higher than normal during the lake drainage, reaching 0.080 m/day (2.5 standard deviations above the mean), but deviations of this magnitude occur at several other times during the deployment. Thus, although the elevated speed at the upper GPS receiver may be a response to the lake drainage, it is difficult to pick out the lake drainage solely from the velocity time series.

4. Discussion

Seismic tremor at frequencies between 1.5 and 25 Hz produced by glaciohydraulic sources is predicted by theory (Gimbert et al., 2014) and detected in other systems (Bartholomaus et al., 2015; Eibl et al., 2020; Lindner et al., 2020; Nanni et al., 2020; Vore et al., 2019). The temporal correlation between water flux through Lemon Creek Glacier and seismic power in these glaciohydraulic tremor frequencies is consistent with the aforementioned literature and leads us to believe that the tremor we report is of dominantly glaciohydraulic origin. The drainage of Lake Linda acts as a natural experiment to support a glaciohydraulic interpretation of the seismic signal, as the tremor amplitude positively correlates with the known water input from the lake directly into the subglacial system. The exception to this relationship is the period of rainfall before the lake drainage on July 3–5 (Figure 2b), when water flux varies much more strongly than tremor amplitude. Relative to the time period containing the drainage of Lake Linda, the weak correlation on July 3–5 is likely due to an overrepresentation in water flux at the stream gauge due to rapid water transport from the non-glacierized portion of the gauge's catchment (approximately equal to the surface area of the glacier). Non-glaciohydraulic explanations of observed seismic tremor, such as earthquake activity, icequake activity, meteorological activity, or human activity are not well supported. No small regional or large global earthquakes are listed in the USGS catalog that would affect ground motion in the frequency range of interest for more than a few seconds at a time, and such short-duration changes are removed as outliers by the median power spectral density process. Local icequakes, while significantly more frequent than earthquakes (small events every few minutes, recorded only at nearby stations), are still infrequent and short-duration enough to be similarly omitted from the median PSD due to the slow velocity of the glacier. See Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1 for an example of the median PSD process. In addition, icequakes are typically higher in frequency than the tremor we focus on in this study (Röösli et al., 2014). The tremor amplitude in this frequency range also does not correlate strongly with meteorological factors such as air temperature or wind activity during the lake drainage (Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1). Nearby anthropogenic sources of seismic noise, such as the Juneau Icefield Research Program camp's generator, Salmon Creek hydroelectric dam, and mechanical activity in Juneau would theoretically be preserved through the median PSD computation as continuous signals, but we do not observe significant variation in power on the schedules expected from these activities in our frequency range of interest.

In addition to glaciohydraulic tremor generated from water turbulence, as described in Section 2.4, glaciohydraulic tremor can also be generated in subglacial hydrologic systems through bedload salination of sediment particles (Gimbert et al., 2016; Tsai et al., 2012). We determine that sediment salination is not likely a significant contributor to the tremor observed at Lemon Creek Glacier by comparing tremor power over time in different portions of the tremor spectrum. The frequency distribution of tremor generated by salination tends to peak at higher frequencies than tremor generated from water turbulence in the same system (Gimbert et al., 2014; Tsai et al., 2012). This difference creates changes in slope or hysteresis in power between frequency ranges due to changes in scaling between amplitude at different frequencies (Bakker et al., 2020) or due to depletion in sediment supply (Burtin et al., 2008; Goodling et al., 2018; Roth et al., 2014). We found a consistent relationship with no significant hysteresis over the course of the lake drainage event between seismic power in the 1.5–10 Hz range and seismic power in the 10–20 Hz range (see Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1). Although the frequency ranges of sediment-generated tremor and turbulence-generated tremor overlap and cannot be completely separated, this relationship between the tested frequency bands suggests that water turbulence is the dominant source of glaciohydraulic tremor in this system. Without clear significant contribution from sediment, we believe the model of tremor generation described in Section 2.4 is most appropriate.

The changing power-law dependence of seismic tremor power on subglacial water flux at each station is consistent with different subglacial pressurization regimes, based on the theoretical relationships described in Section 2.4 from Gimbert et al., 2016. We observe significant variation in this power-law dependence over kilometer length scales, and during time intervals prior to and following peak lake drainage (Figure 4); thus, we interpret that
our array of nodes and existing seismological theory allow us to map the spatiotemporal variation in subglacial pressurization at kilometer scales across Lemon Creek Glacier. During increasing discharge from the lake, the fitted exponents $b$ for stations across the glacier reveal two distinct regions of subglacial hydrologic behavior (Figure 4). Stations on the lower portion of the glacier observe tremor power that relates to water flux with an exponent similar to that of a theoretical channel system whose changes in tremor are dominated by changes in hydraulic radius (e.g., water flow through unfilled channels at consistent, presumably atmospheric, pressures). On the upper portion of the glacier, however, stations record tremor power that relates to water flux with higher fitted exponents. Many stations’ observations are similar to that of a theoretical channel system whose changes in tremor are dominated by changes in pressure gradient, indicating that the subglacial hydrologic system under only the upper portion of the glacier becomes pressurized in response to the rapid influx of water from the lake. This pressurization is presumably strongest within a distributed system more distal from a central conduit axis, in which increases in discharge result in increases in pressure. This interpretation is supported by the larger $b$ values observed near the margins of the upper glacier. The distributed nature of the seismic source and the complex nature of subglacial hydrology mean that any given station is unlikely to contain a perfect record of the idealized end-member models presented in Section 2.4, but we find interpretation at the scales presented here to be reasonable.

For a short period around the time of peak water flux at some stations in the upper portion of the glacier, we observe relationships between tremor power and water flux that are not easily described by either end-member model presented in Section 2.4. For example, in Figure 3b between July 6 22:00 and July 7 02:00, discharge remains nearly constant or increases slightly, while power falls by 1–2 dB. Such behavior can be explained by the co-evolution of both pressure gradient and hydraulic radius, specifically a simultaneous increase in hydraulic radius and decrease in pressure gradient. Indeed, most models of conduit evolution expect that conduit wall melt increases as a function of pressure gradient (Röthlisberger, 1972; Werder et al., 2013), thus the pattern shown in Figure 3b is expected from the compensation of increasing hydraulic radius maintaining near-steady discharge as the pressure gradient drops. Alternatively, the hydraulic radius could effectively grow through the removal of sediment that potentially obstructs water flow through otherwise efficient conduits. Similar patterns of increasing discharge with falling seismic power are seen in Figure 3b of Gimbert et al., 2016 and interpreted as depressurization.

After peak outflow from the lake has passed and water flux is in decline, stations across the entire surface of the glacier record tremor power that relates to water flux with an exponent near 5/4. These values are predicted for conduits in which changes in water discharge are accommodated by variations in hydraulic radius under a constant pressure gradient, but the different portions of the glacier reach these conditions differently. For the lower portion of the glacier, where the relationship between tremor power and discharge remains consistent for increasing and decreasing discharge (e.g., Figure 3c), subglacial conditions are likely unchanged over the course of the lake drainage. We expect water flow through unfilled channels at consistent, presumably atmospheric, pressures in this area. However, in the upper portion of the glacier, the relationship between tremor power and discharge shows hysteresis, and reflects a regime change in tremor production (e.g., Figure 3b). At these upper glacier sites, we observe higher power levels during the falling limb of the event (when slopes are around 5/4) than during the rising limb (when slopes are around 14/3). If the existing pressurized channels were to simply depressurize and carry remaining water as a partially-empty channel, the post-peak power levels would be lower than pre-peak. The counterintuitively higher post-peak power levels we observe could be expected if the channel's cross-sectional area became significantly smaller than during the rising limb of the event while maintaining a high pressure gradient (Gimbert et al., 2016). Such channel shrinkage with higher than atmospheric pressure can occur by creep closure, but even at the maximum ice thickness of the glacier (approximately 350 m, Veitch et al., 2021) channel creep closure would take at least four hours from peak water flux (Anderson et al., 2004), and power is already observed as higher than rising-limb levels before this time. Another potential explanation for a change in channel geometry is through movement of sediment. Though we do not expect a large amount of continuously-mobile sediment due to the apparent lack of saltation-generated seismic tremor, some sediment at the beds of subglacial channels is nevertheless reasonable to anticipate. If the high water flux around the peak of the outflow is able to bring new sediment into a channel or redistribute sediment within a channel, that new geometry may be able to generate higher power than on the rising limb of the event as water level falls in the channel. Yet another factor that could drive higher power levels is a change in roughness of the channel walls, with smoother walls generating higher-power tremor through increased flow velocity (Gimbert et al., 2016; Roth
et al., 2017). By this mechanism, the observed power levels could be explained by small-scale frictional melt or sediment motion around the peak water flux creating smoother channel walls. More than one of these factors could also contribute in combination to generate the observed tremor behavior on the upper portion of the glacier after pressurization.

The pressurization of at least some portion of Lemon Creek Glacier’s subglacial channels during a lake drainage is expected. As water input from the lake rises rapidly, the water flux completely fills existing subglacial channels that earlier in the melt season had only carried smaller, less variable fluxes of rain and meltwater. Thus, lake drainage leads to pressurization and channel growth. As flux from the lake declines after peak lake drainage, the diminishing water ceases to fill now-enlarged channels and the system depressurizes. The geographic boundary between the upper glacier where pressurization is observed and the lower glacier where no pressurization is observed coincides with the glacier's slope break, over which the surface slope more than doubles from 3° to 7° and glacier thickness decreases from 300 m to less than 200 m (Pelto et al., 2013; Thiel et al., 1957; Veitch et al., 2021). A lack of subglacial pressurization below this slope break may occur because of changes in the character of the glacier that lead to increased efficiency of drainage. First, drainage efficiency in the lower portion of the glacier may be high due to increased channel size. Channels below the slope break may be too large to fill completely during lake drainage, because channels grow larger near glacier termini due to the confluence of tributary channels. Those large channels, created during periods of exceptionally high subglacial water flux (e.g., heavy rain or high melt), can persist over long time scales under thinner ice due to the reduced pressure of closure (Röthlisberger, 1972). Second, drainage efficiency below the slope break may also be high due to an increase in the frequency and extent of basal and englacial crevassing from the thinner and faster-flowing ice (Fountain et al., 2005). Third, efficient drainage below the slope break could also be fostered by rapid growth of channels. The growth rate of channel cross-sectional area over time correlates with the hydraulic potential gradient, which increases with bed slope (Werder et al., 2013). Lemon Creek Glacier has low and even reverse bed slopes just above the slope break, but is likely to have bed slopes more similar to the surface slope below the slope break, where ice is thin (Pelto et al., 2013; Thiel et al., 1957; Veitch et al., 2021). This steeper gradient potentially leads to more rapid channel expansion below the slope break that could allow the system to drain efficiently without pressurization.

Observational and modeling studies commonly indicate that subglacial hydrologic pressurization necessarily triggers an increase in glacier flow velocity (Bartholomew et al., 2010; Gagliardini et al., 2007; Iken & Bindschadler, 1986; Iken & Truffer, 1997; Schoof, 2010), but no remarkable speedup is observed on Lemon Creek Glacier during the drainage of Lake Linda. The speed recorded at the middle GPS receiver during the lake drainage is higher than average (2.5 standard deviations above the mean), but deviations of similar magnitude are recorded at several other times during the deployment, and those deviations are dwarfed by a July 28–29 speedup (6.3 standard deviations above the mean) at the upper GPS receiver associated with a heavy, 6 cm, precipitation event over the entire glacier (see Figure S4 Supporting Information S1 for full-season GPS speeds and rainfall). The sparse GPS coverage in this deployment (only two receivers, both above the slope break) does limit the level of detail with which we can describe glacier motion in this study. Yet, since both receivers are located in the portion of the glacier where pressurization is indicated seismically, we feel reasonably confident in using their recorded speeds to characterize whether or not a notable speedup occurred in conjunction with pressurization.

A lack of major velocity change associated with the lake drainage could be used to suggest that pressurization does not occur and our explanation of glaciohydrologic tremor generation is incomplete in describing the observed seismic signal. However, we argue that pressurization without a significant speedup is entirely reasonable at our field site. First, the drainage of Lake Linda provides only a modest additional flux to the glacier (equivalent to 6 cm of water averaged over the glacier area, over three days). Such a flux is comparable to many of the rain events that typically occur at our Southeast Alaska field site (see Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). Previous modeling work suggests that outburst floods have little impact on glacier flow when the flood discharge is small compared to the background water input to the distal, distributed system (Kingslake & Ng, 2013). Additional explanations emerge based again on geometrical reasoning. As discussed earlier, the hydraulic potential gradient is higher below the slope break due to the increased bed and surface slopes. This high potential gradient makes the subglacial drainage system more likely to flow in a channelized, low pressure configuration (Werder et al., 2013), increasing the basal friction in the lower portion of the glacier (Schoof, 2005). In this lower region, basal friction remains high throughout the lake drainage because pressurization is only observed in the seismic
data in the upper portion of the glacier. Because of its high basal friction and lack of pressurization, we argue that the portion of glacier below the slope break could remain at a stable flow velocity despite the lake drainage. The upper portion of the glacier may experience basal conditions conducive to a velocity increase due to pressurization from the lake drainage, but buttressing from the more stable lower portion could prevent a significant speedup of the glacier as a result of strong longitudinal coupling to the ice below the slope break (Jansson, 1997). Though in many cases the pressurization-velocity assumption is reliable, this study suggests that whether subglacial pressurization necessarily produces a significant velocity increase is also dependent on more global controls, such as glacier geometry.

5. Conclusions

Here we demonstrate the utility of seismic data in observing the local subglacial pressurization state of a glacier system by using a hydraulic transient event as a natural experiment. By observing the change in seismic tremor power with respect to subglacial water flux, we observe that the increase in water flux from the drainage of Lake Linda appears to pressurize the subglacial hydrologic system in only the upper portion of Lemon Creek Glacier, while the lower portion remains unpressurized throughout the lake drainage event. Thus, our approach provides mapping of the pressurization state at hourly temporal resolution and kilometer-scale spatial resolution through several-hundred-meter thick ice. The distribution of pressurization we observe coincides with a change in the geometry of the glacier, as the division between the two portions occurs at a slope break below which the glacier’s geometry is less conducive to pressurization.

By utilizing seismometers for the bulk of our observations, this study provides insight into a subglacial pressurization event that did not lead to a significant velocity change at two GPS receivers above where the pressurization occurred. As pressurization changes are often assumed to result necessarily in major velocity changes, traditional GPS studies would likely have missed this event entirely. Borehole observations could have revealed pressurization in an event like this if the boreholes intersected the subglacial drainage channels, but a seismic array offers similar insights at lower cost and better spatial coverage. Retrieving information about subglacial conditions through seismic data, as in this study, can fill in observational gaps of other glaciological methods, improving our understanding of the dynamic nature of glacier systems.
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